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mac makes music
mac makes music is an exciting music inclusion programme delivering innovative music
making opportunities for children and young people in challenging circumstances,
including primary and secondary pupil referral units, specials schools, looked after
young people, children from the travelling community, young offenders, children
who are at risk of exclusion or low attainment and young people in hospital. Groups
on the programme work with professional musicians in song writing, composition,
music technology, singing, drumming, music production and performance.
This report is an evidence review of the period January 2013 to March 2014, which
marked the first phase of the Youth Music Funded Music Inclusion Programme.

Our Aim
The aim of this review is to share what was learned from the mac makes music programme.
To achieve this end, the report:

• Explores the strengths of the project
• Discusses how the programme of working with 16 centres across five authorities –

Birmingham, Coventry, Solihull, Warwickshire and Worcester - was designed and managed

• Presents key findings from those centres that hosted the projects
• Analyses its delivery, including those approaches that led to a high impact,
high quality music experience for the Children and Young People

• Includes case studies from projects.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

The project was informed by a ‘very
different approach to music education’.
Music was the medium for those involved
to express thoughts and feelings ‘that could
not be communicated in other ways.’ The
act or process of composing provided
‘a significant and transformative creative
outlet’ for individuals to make personal
and significant statements; articulating
thoughts about their personal journeys,
their past and present circumstances
and about the world around them.
At the heart of the programme was ‘the giving
of an opportunity’ for young people involved
to discover the power of their own voice to
articulate deep feelings and mood as well
as commenting about personal situations
and their thoughts about the future.
The social and emotional learning that took
place – through the process of creative
composition - was highly significant and
very evident in the lyrics of the songs that
were created by the young people.
The ways in which the programme was
designed and delivered supported
those children and young people in
challenging circumstances to express
their hopes, fears, concerns, reflections
and aspirations in distinctive ways.
There were opportunities to create
compositions as an individual and as part
of a group. This collective music making
had benefits, such as those described by
Folkestand in ‘Formal and Informal Learning
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Situations and Practices’, namely, that, “those
who have lost the innate skills of co-working
with peers … (found) … them through the
process of sharing ideas to make music”.
Through the delivery of ‘exemplary
music provision’, this highly successful
programme supported a significant
number of children and young people in
challenging circumstances to ‘achieve
their full potential through engagement
and progression in music-making’, offering
an ‘opportunity for all to develop their
talent, regardless of background’.
There was also increased confidence,
self-esteem and ‘self-efficacy’. Developing
resilience was a significant focus; realised in
ways identified in best practice from the sector,
namely by ‘pushing through the frustrations
and setbacks of learning a new skill’ in ways
that involved ‘fun and enjoyment’ as well as
providing some form of ‘escape’ (Dillon 2010)
The project did work in a way that ‘schools
and other organisation couldn’t and was
delivered by a ‘diverse, highly skilled…
workforce’. Host centres considered
that workforce to be ‘inspirational’.
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Introduction An Overview

Children and Young People in
Challenging Circumstances
The National Foundation for Youth Music
Impact Report (2012-13) has given us a useful
definition of challenging circumstances; it
refers to the state of being ‘marginalised by
society…may be vulnerable, hard to reach, or
have fewer opportunities’. It was the aim of the
mac makes music programme to transform
those in such challenging circumstances.

The findings show that the programme’s
also had an impact upon ‘self-confidence,
team work … listening skills, working to
guidelines, relating to others … forming
positive relationships.’ The project brooks
comparison with programmes such as
Sistema in seeing ‘music-making acting
as a joyful agent of social change’.

The reach of programme was significant.
The numbers are impressive.

The mac makes music management team
and the musicians contracted to work with
the host centres found ways to ‘link music
making to social and personal development’
in similar ways to other programmes.
(Wilson and Barraclough 2013 Youth Music
Satisfacton Survey 2013 Findings).

• The total number of participants was over

It was transformative.

The Reach of the Programme

one thousand children and young people,
audience members for performances
and musicians. The exact total was 1043.

• There were 342 regular participants
who attended 248 sessions led by
19 music leaders and 7 ‘shadow
musicians’( who both observed
and co-delivered) in 16 centres.

Over seventy original songs and musical
compositions were created, using
an extensive range of instruments,
and recorded by children and young
people in challenging circumstances.
This is a very significant outcome.

The Vision of the Programme
The overall programme and each bespoke
and tailored individual project in the sixteen
centres were designed and delivered to
develop the capacity of children and young
people in challenging circumstances to
‘express themselves … through music
making’ and to experience a ‘sense of
achievement through the production of high
quality musical outputs and performances’.
(Dillon 2010 Looked After Children and
Music Making: An Evidence Review).

Behind these statistics are important stories
of how each of the projects affected the
lives of particular individuals: young people
whose interest in learning was ‘re-ignited
through creative innovative, musical practice.
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Gathering Evidence of Impact
There is evidence that the programme
offered life-changing experiences even
from a short, high impact project.
This was true of work with:

• Looked After Children in

projects across authorities

• Young Offenders in Birmingham
• Young people in Pupil Referral Units (PRUs)
• Pupils with Special Educational Needs.
Quantitative data on the efficacy of the
programme was drawn from the objective
and informed perspectives of centre staff.
The report reviewed the detailed interim
and summative evaluations of those
directly involved as well as comments of
family members, teachers, independent
observers from Music Hubs, reports of
the project manager and responses
from the children and young people.
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Statements from the host centres
focused upon the powerful impact
of the programme upon:

• Personal development
• The capacity of the young people to
express themselves through music

• Increased levels of self-discipline
• Developing positive relationships
• Gaining transferable skills, patience
and concentration levels

• Resilience
• How involvement in the project lead
to re-engagement with learning.
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Summary Of Key Findings

1

A significant and key finding is that there
was a significant and powerful impact on
social and emotional well-being through
giving the young people the support to
create their own songs and compositions.

8

All those involved in the project –
music hub leads, centre staff and
musicians - felt supported by both
mac and the excellence of the
project leadership throughout.

2

The programme achieved its stated
objective of providing an ‘exciting new
music programme for children and young
people in Birmingham, Coventry, Solihull,
Warwickshire and Worcester.’ It increased
the number of music making opportunities
for children and young people.

9

There were excellent mechanisms
in place to make sure that the
underlying aims of the programme were
understood by the delivery team.

3

4

5

6

7

The evidence tells us that 100% of
settings strongly agreed or agreed that
the projects had a beneficial impact for
children and young people in challenging
circumstances with 8/11 of the centres
stating that they strongly agreed.
The evidence tells us that 100% of settings
strongly agreed or agreed that the projects
engaged with the needs and interests of
children and young people in challenging
circumstances with 10/11 of the centres
stating that they strongly agreed.
The evidence from the response to the
survey tells us that 100% strongly agreed
that the programme developed the
musical skills of the young people.
The evidence tells us that 100% of
settings agreed that the programme
developed the skills and expertise of
centre staff with 2/11 centres strongly
agreeing with the statement.
The programme design and management
of mac makes music’s programme
working with children and young
people in challenging circumstances
was a model of excellent practice.

10 The music practitioners were supported
in taking creative approaches to
achieving the musical and social
and emotional objectives.
11 Centres recognised that the music
leaders brought into the host settings
a distinctive and innovative approach
to the development of musical skills.
12 The musicians had a very good
level of understanding of group
dynamics and how this can have
an impact upon learning.
13 The projects were structured to
enable access to a state of the art
venue to share performances.
14 Centres recognised the significant
uses of music technology. Children
and Young People in challenging
circumstances found the use of music
technology engaging and absorbing.
15 A significant finding is that the process
of composing and of creating lyrics
contributes to the social and emotional
development of children and young
people in challenging circumstances.
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Programme Design and Management

Evidence for the evaluation of programme
design and management was drawn
from a review of key documents and
interviews with music hub managers, centre
staff, music leaders/facilitators and the
project leader of mac makes music.

There were four significant and strong features
of the programme design and management
1. Identifying Need
2. Programme Design
3. Recruitment and Support of Music Leaders

“A very worthwhile project and one that
should be repeated county wide.”

4. Programme Monitoring and Evaluation.

John Clarke Family Information Centre

Identifying Need

Key Finding
The programme design and management
of mac makes music’s programme
working with children and young
people in challenging circumstances
was a model of excellent practice.

The staff at the mac especially Sandra
Taylor have been supportive, efficient
and professional throughout, dynamically
driving the project ahead and looking
for opportunities to extend and develop
the project as a whole, but also the
individuals within, musicians, young
people and partner organisations alike.
Yael Owen-Mckenna
CENTRE: Coventry Performing Arts Service

mac makes music was highly proactive
in gathering information from Music Hubs
to identify those centres that would most
benefit from inclusion with the programme
from across five authorities: ‘cold spots’.
The programme manager set up meetings
to which key personnel were invited. Audits
were conducted. Use was made of expert
knowledge of the sector. Central to the
thinking was how to make sure that the project
was targeted effectively: to identify those
Children and Young People in Challenging
Circumstances within centres that had
no regular or sustained access to music
provision and for whom there are significant
barriers to mainstream music education.
Once appropriate centres ‘with a need’ were
identified, mac makes music then ‘provided
a clear outline of what was involved as
well as meeting expectations on all sides’.
(Lesley Grey, Solihull Music Services).
From the outset, centres were informed
that involvement in the project had
the potential to ‘introduce new – and
transformative - approaches to working
with a particularly challenging group that
would sustain their interest, promote social
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and emotional learning through musical
activities and also offer opportunities
for achievement in other areas’.
mac makes music recognised that
some centres might have ‘high anxiety
levels’ about ‘signing up for the project’.
It proved helpful to visit settings to:

• gather relevant information and data
to inform the project planning;

• capture knowledge about the

challenges faced by the centres;

• establish effective lines of

communication between the
programme manager and centre staff.

Programme Design
What was significant in programme design to
ensure it achieved its aims and objectives?
There was an emphasis upon sessions
being innovative, inspiring and engaging.
It was also intended that there would be a
clear link between musical outcomes and
social and emotional learning. The evidence
from the centres and the observations of
young people and staff contained within
this report testify that this was central.
The projects were led by professional
community musicians with the addition of
‘shadowing’ musicians, all of whom took
on an active role within the projects.

Key Strengths of the Programme Design
There was a team-based approached that
was embedded in the programme design.
A key strength was this shared understanding
of the underlying aims of the project but
also of an underlying ethos that gave
the musicians the confidence to take
creative approaches to achieving the
musical, social and emotional objectives.
The model was not ‘one size fits all’. It
accommodated and appreciated that
each centre would have different prevailing
conditions, resources and ethos.
It recognised that the social health of
each group of Children and Young
People would be unique. The programme
design acknowledged the uniqueness.
Access to Studios and Arts Venues
The projects were structured to enable
access to a state of the art venue to share
performances. Access to spaces such as
mac and Belgrade Theatre were motivating
and the programme design recognised
this. There was also an appreciation that,
for some centres, the distance travelled
to a centre threw up an additional set of
challenges that were not planned-for.
These included:

• the monitoring of behaviour
in public spaces

• the length of a long day if travelling to mac
birmingham from Worcester or Nuneaton

• the additional expense of travel costs.
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Intended Outcomes
Following discussions with each centre,
there was a clear description given of who
would be involved in the programme via
brief biographies of musicians involved
and also an outline of the content.
Musicians also indicated what would
be the intended outcomes. There was

10

a pro forma for ‘musical outcomes’ and
‘social and emotional outcomes’. It was
understood that these would be different
for each setting. Best practice in the use
of these identified the specifics of project
delivery such as the following examples:
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Musical Outcomes
Composition, production, music
technology, digital programming

Participants to learn the basics
of logic pro or garage band.
Participants will work on logic pro or
garage band after demonstration
and create at least one piece of
music by the end of the project

Song/lyric writing, Song structure

Participants to write a song to their
created piece of music or without music.
Participants will have their songs
written down by end of project.
Participants to record their vocals in a
recording studio with their own lyrics.
Participants will structure their composition
and understand how a song is structured.

Performance

Participants to take part in a performance
at the end of the project.
Participants to perform a Group
performance and individual performances.
Participants to Perform their created
songs and some cover tracks.

Social and Emotional Outcomes
For the young people to enjoy
themselves through music and that
enjoyment to filter through to activities
throughout the rest of the day

60% of participants will feedback that
they have enjoyed the sessions

To aid young peoples’ communication
skills through music

60% of participants will work as
part of a group and communicate
with each other through music

To pursue and develop a personal interest

60% of participants will feel that their
personal tastes have been catered for.
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The programme was also committed to:

Percussion

• Supporting staff to develop their

• Drumming circles.
• Djembe.
• Mixed genre drumming and percussion.

own skills and confidence.

• Measuring the impact of the music making
in terms of music development but also
wider benefits such as: social skills, team
work, cross curricular benefits, positive
behaviour and communication skills.

• Sharing the achievements and

outcomes with parents, the wider staff
network and the public to promote
the value of music making.

The Offer in Detail
There was clarity in the offer. It was expressed
in ‘clean language’ that could be clearly
understood by a non-music specialist. The
accessibility of the programme to Children
and Young People was instant and apparent.
It involved the following elements
Music Technology

•

Access to mac’s in-house digital
suite or lap tops (for work in situ).

•
• Sound Beam workshops

Reason, Logic, Garage Band software.

Song writing

•

Rap and performance poetry
to create songs.

• Group song writing and composition.
Singing and Vocal work

• Group singing.
• Singing as part of a band.
• Using rap and poetry as a starting
point to generate new songs.

• Using voice in creative ways that could

include sound making, recording and then
manipulating these through music software.
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Instrumental

• Band Development.
• Combined song writing, composition
with instrumentation.

Composition

• Song writing and composition
– rock and pop genre.

• Group composition using percussion
and accessible instruments.

Recording

• Recording original tracks onto CD at mac,
using mobile recording equipment or a
visit to a professional recording studio.

• Potential to link into visual arts and design
and other areas of the curriculum.

Performance

• Opportunities to perform to peer group,
external groups and at special events.

The offer was balanced and offered a
menu of choices for the young people.
The offer was not a prescription; rather
it aimed to make a broad appeal to
all those involved in the project.
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Project Planning and Progression

Recruitment of Music Leaders

mac makes music gave detailed
consideration to progression in ways
that showed a sensitive awareness and
understanding of the young people and
children in challenging circumstances

Recruitment and Management
of Music Leaders

There was honest recognition that many of
those involved would not progress to ‘take
up’ offers of one-to-one music tuition.
There was also a realisation that Arts Awards
– although ‘signposted’ where appropriate –
was not an offer that would have significant
appeal to some of the participants.
They might, however, be interested in
further opportunities for making up their
own lyrics, creating their own compositions
and making music as individuals and
collectively with the support of music
leaders and using given instruments and/
or having access to music technology.

“Springfield House School is a school
for children with social, emotional and
behavioural difficulties and can be a
very challenging environment at times.
All of the musicians that have delivered
music at Springfield have engaged fully
with all of our children, encouraging
them in times of difficulty to join in. We
are very proud to have been able to
take part in this valuable project.“
Mrs Helen Hayward
Springfield House Special School
Artist Pedagogues
The artists chosen for the project had a
high level of skill in their musical field. This
enabled them to be able to ‘set the bar
high’ and offer significant challenge. They
also had features commonly ascribed to
‘artist pedagogues’. (Chambers, H. and
Petrie, P. (2009) A Learning Framework for
Artist Pedagogues, London: CCE and NCB.)
The programme manager recruited
musical leaders and/ or facilitators who
were appropriately experienced as well
as supporting the development of those
less experienced, through a shadowing/
mentoring opportunity; this gave those
musicians within the West Midlands who
wished to develop the understanding of
what is involved in working with Children and
Young People in Challenging Circumstances
a structured opportunity to develop
understanding, skills and capabilities.
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In almost all of the settings, the musicians
worked in pairs – ‘musical marriages’,
thereby ensuring a system of mutual
support – and sounding box for
planning, delivery and evaluation.
The programme was keen to recruit musicians
who exhibited the following characteristics:
1. They are positive role models
This is of particular relevance given the
‘Primary importance is placed on personal
qualities and values – particular to the
Children in Challenging Circumstance
sector is being open minded and
tolerant, kind, calm, empathetic and
patient.’ (Cartwright Working with CYP
in Challenging Circumstances Through
Music Sound Futures May 2013)
2. They value team work
3. They recognise the value of social
and emotional learning
4. ‘They aim high with regard to
artistic achievement but at the
same time are realistic’
5. They are adaptable
6. They have a good knowledge of the
music culture of young people.
The project looked to recruit adaptable
music facilitators and leaders. In some
case, as in Brooklands Hospital, there
was a need for a specialist set of proven
skills; in others, it was that ability to work
in a flexible and always-positive way.

Monitoring And Evaluation
Project Portfolios
mac makes music required that each artist
involved in the project developed a reflectionbased portfolio. This portfolio consisted of:
1. A description of what musical
outcomes would be achieved and how
achieved during the programme
2. A description of what social and emotional
outcomes would be achieved and how
3. A weekly session by session diary
4. An end of project evaluation report.
They are all clearly presented, user-friendly
and accessible to interpretation and review.
They are models of best practice that
would be of value to the wider sector.
The ‘portfolio’ evidenced the quality of artist’s
work with Children and Young People and
how this was monitored and evaluated
throughout the project. It also included
detailed references to the responses of
the CYP to the project, telling their story
and involvement; placing this very much
at the heart of the evaluation process.
There were many excellent examples of
reflective diaries that contain perceptive
observations of how the programme was
both challenging and transformative.
At its best, this method was highly effective
in helping the musicians think through
approaches and unpick the ‘what went
wells’ and ‘even betters ifs’ of the projects.
Its design led the facilitators to focus on
what impact the programme was having
on the young people, asking them to note
comments by the children and students.
Additionally, where there was a musician
involved in ‘shadowing’, the process of
completing the reflective diary enabled
these musicians - namely those beginning
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to develop skills in working with children in
challenging circumstances - to really focus
their thinking and identify key learning points.
Recognising Needs and
Signposting Opportunities
The project leader took responsibility for
identifying what best suited the needs of
the Children and Young People from the
centres. This included bringing in additional
expertise when and where it was appropriate.

Project Lead and the Music Facilitators
All those involved in the project – music
hub leads, centre staff and musicians - felt
supported by both mac makes music and
the excellence of the project leadership
throughout. The key characteristics that made
for successful project management were

• Having an excellent knowledge

and understanding of the power
of community music

• Articulating the vision for the
“As the project progressed the project
manager identified the need to bring in a
vocal tutor and offer a female role model
for three young women on the project
who had expressed an interest in singing
but who had very little confidence. This
became an opportunity for an emerging
singing tutor to support the singing
element of the project whilst gaining
experience in a supportive environment. “

programme with clarity

• Being highly effective in the use

communication skills; establishing
clear lines of communication and
respond to requests for information and
questions ‘in a fast and fleet’ manner

• Setting aside time to listen to the artists
• Being friendly and approachable
• Monitoring and evaluating in
a constructive manner

This also sometimes involved making
centres aware of any responsibilities to
negotiate appropriate levels of commitment,
attendance and punctuality of the students.
Project management involved working with
centres to ensure that they honour their
obligations after agreeing to participate.
This required resilience on the part of project
manager as well as astute negotiation
skills not to mention determination.

• Encouraging the music leaders
to be reflective practitioners

• Giving permission to take ‘risks on
purpose’ and to try things out

• Supporting the music leaders to achieve

their objectives when working in the centres

They also recognised the support of mac in
providing appropriate high quality training,
offering peer to peer training and for the
excellent level of administrative support.
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Project Management Skills
A significant and important finding from the
evidence review is that project management
skills have to be of the highest order for a
complex programme such as this to succeed.
Music Hub Heads of Service, Centre Staff
and the musicians all testify to the very high
level of skill of the project management.
“Both of the practitioners and the project
lead were extremely student centred
and asked many questions about how
to support our SEN groups. They were all
extremely personable and had a great
rapport with the groups. The project was
both well managed and organised.”
Emma Lashford, CENTRE:
Wyre Forest School, Kidderminster
“Sandra has been fantastic in bringing
all the musicians together, and trying to
solve any problems that have arisen. The
musicians have been very professional
and work well with the young people.”
ISL, The Pines, Bilford Road, Worcester, WR3 8P
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Centres: Evaluation Of Impact

This section of the evidence review is based upon evidence collected from those centres
that hosted the project. It focuses upon their perceptions about outcomes achieved
based upon a questionnaire sent to each centre and completed by 11 out of the 16
centres who were involved in the project.
Centres were asked to respond to the following
outcomes, relating to the programme
1. The development of musical skills
2. The development of social
and emotional skills
3. The way the programmed engaged
with the needs and interests of
Children and Young People
4. The way in which the programme
enabled the musical potential of Children
and Young People to be realised
5. The development of the skills
and expertise of centre staff.
Eleven centres responded to the survey.
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Development of Musical Skills
The evidence from the response to the
survey tells us that 100% strongly agreed
that the programme had an impact upon
the musical skills of the young people.
Centre staff made specific reference
to the value of this. The following
quotation is indicative:
“It was a wonderful opportunity to
connect with music making through
working with professional musicians,
collaborating and working together
as a group and engaging with people
from other organisations and settings.”
All of the settings commented that
skills were developed in singing,
composing and instrumentation.
“The young people have had the
opportunity to develop a range of skills
from singing, song writing, playing the
drums and other musical instruments.”
“Many of our students were able to
name, explain and play as part of an
ensemble by the end of the project. Their
experience of ensemble drumming has
developed and a clear understanding
of how to play with pace and pitch
was fully explored and executed.”
Centres recognised that the music
leaders brought into the host settings
a distinctive and innovative approach
to the development of musical skills.
“The students had the opportunity
to use equipment that they hadn’t
used before and work with staff who
approached delivery in a different way.”

18

“The children had the opportunity to
experience making music/developing
their music skill in a wide variety of
interesting and unusual ways. They were
provided the opportunity to not only use
‘traditional’ instruments they also used the
environment around them as well as their
own bodies. They were also exposed to
elements of ICT used to create music.”
The programme had an impact
on those who had some interest
and proven ability, stretching and
challenging them in beneficial ways.
“All of the Young People who took part in
the project had an interest in music but
had not necessarily had the opportunity
to engage with developing their musical
skills. A small number of the young
people already had some experience
of music making and this project gave
them the opportunity to extend and
develop their skills further. The mac makes
music project has given these young
people a hugely valuable experience.”
It also developed skills associated
with performance.
“The project gave the participants
opportunities to fulfil their dreams
of performing in front of a large
audience. The rehearsal time gave
the pupils opportunities to construct
their pieces, refine their skills and
develop as a cohesive group.”
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Development of Social and Emotional Learning Through Music Making
“I have no doubt that participation in
this project and through music making,
there has been a tangible effect upon
the development of social and emotional
skills of the young people involved.”
Jim Hogan, Looked After Children
Education Service (LACES)
The evidence tells us that 100% of settings
strongly agreed or agreed that the
programme had a beneficial impact for
children and young people in challenging
circumstances with 8/11 of the centres
stating that they strongly agreed.
Centre leadership, classroom teachers
and support staff across the settings
noted specific benefits gained through
the process of composting lyrics:
“Through the process of creating and
writing song material, the young people
shared experiences, thoughts and
feelings some of which were profound
and at times this was a very moving
experience for all concerned.”
The collaboration involved in making
music was also cited as highly significant
in creating a positive group identity. With
Looked After Children in Coventry,
“The young people engaged in this
process … developed a strong bond
with their peers, musicians and the
whole project team throughout.
They collaborated effectively.
In Summerfield,

All centres were convinced of the impact
on confidence and self-esteem:
“Confidence, self-esteem and
communication skills developed
significantly as the project progressed”
They voiced the significance of this
for Children and Young People in
Challenging Circumstances:
“From the beginning, the project was
based on constructing a group identity
for a group of very vulnerable teenagers.
The course leaders quickly enabled the
group to feel valued and appreciated
which led to all the group members
contributing in a constructive manner.
Throughout the project because of their
high level of self-esteem the pupils felt
supportive and valued. This culminated
in a magnificent performance in front
of a packed auditorium. This would
not have been achieved if the groups’
social skills had not been developed
during the duration of the course.”
Jim Hogan
The project gave the young people:
“…the opportunity for students to
cooperate and express themselves.”
“The music sessions have helped the
young people to gain in confidence,
helped to improve their self-esteem,
communication, cooperation
and team working skills.”

“Working together and seeing the
results of this gave them pride and
a great sense of achievement”
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Staff observed that the impact on selfconfidence through achieving success in
music making had other benefits, such as
an improvement in communication skills:
“As well as improving their speaking
and listening skills it also provided
opportunities to communicate nonverbally, which enabled many of our
children to express themselves more
freely. They were also encouraged
to participate in experiences
that were unfamiliar to them.

20

These are significant skills that centre
staff acknowledged would enhance
opportunities of the young people: a
transformation. The centres recognised
the achievement of the programme in
working with young people who had
complex social and emotional needs.
“For the majority of our pupils working
as a group can be very challenging,
however the way sessions were delivered
overcome these challenges and worked
successfully for the majority of the time.”
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Engaging with the Needs and Interests of Young People
The evidence tells us that 100% of
settings strongly agreed or agreed
that the programme engaged with
the needs and interests of children
and young people in challenging
circumstances with 10/11 of the centres
stating that they strongly agreed.
Centres stated that the programme
manager and the team of musicians
had an appropriate ‘skill set’:
“The project was very much geared
toward the needs of our young people.
With many students with so many differing
Special Educational Needs I found
the mac team to be both supportive
and have a clear SEN skill set.”
“Sessions were delivered with the needs of
our children in mind, there was excellent
communication between the musicians,
classroom staff and Sandra (Sandra
Taylor Programme Manager) at the mac
both prior and during the sessions.”
The centres commented upon the way
in which the programme immediately
addressed the needs of young
people and in specific ways:
“They engaged straight away with
the young people, they were inspiring
and fostered an atmosphere of
mutual respect and openness – this
is vital in order for creative learning
and sharing to take place.”

“The structure and planning of the
project also took into account the
needs and interests of the young
people involved – the chance to create
original songs, perform and record
a CD are some examples of this.”
Centre staff observed how the young
people were consulted throughout and
had a strong sense of ownership:
(They were) “…consulted with
throughout the project to what type
of music they wanted to develop.”
“…the young people were able to retain
ownership of what they had created.”
Giving effective feedback was a
significant way of meeting needs:
“The pupils enjoyed working in the small
groups which enabled the interventions
to be tailored to their needs. They also
felt rewarded when they ‘feedback’ to
the larger group and their progress in
a relatively short period of time was
evident. Every individual engaged
in this project experienced a vast
improvement in their skill level and a
related increase in their confidence.”
The centres also recognising that this required
“skill and sensitivity in relation
the facilitation and development
of this outcome”

It was the view of the settings that this
was integral to the planning of each
project for the varied settings:
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Enabling Musical Potential to be Realised
“I strongly support the statement
above and feel that the young people
involved did have the opportunity
to both demonstrate and realise
their potential as music makers.”
The evidence tells us that 100% of
settings strongly agreed or agreed
that the programme enabled the
musical potential of young people
in challenging circumstances to be
realised, with 8/11 of the centres
stating that they strongly agreed.
Centres recognised the importance of
the programme in creating a safe place
for the young people to develop their
musical skills, interests and aptitudes:
“It was vital in providing a safe and
secure atmosphere for the young
people to work, gain confidence and
reach musicians and performers.”
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They acknowledged that this was achieved.
Potential would only be realised if there was
a supportive approach. They recognised
that this was central to both the programme
design and the working practices of
the music facilitators and leaders:
“Each individual was nurtured as
much as possible with the intention of
realising the possibilities within them. The
demonstration of skills, again, happened
week by week, but was fully realised in
both performance and recording.”
“Throughout the project the pupils
felt supported and valued.”
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Recognising and realising potential was
achieved through the introduction and
reinforcement of those musical skills:
“The young people so far have been
able to develop new skills in a variety of
different forms. The musicians have also
worked with individuals in the group to
develop their specific musical skills.”
This was coupled with developing social skills:
“There would not have been such
achieved if the groups’ social skills
had not been developed during
the duration of the course.”

Centre staff observed that young people felt
a strong sense of pride in their achievements
“Children were far more able and willing
to talk about their music, listening back
to their recorded music. They were able
to discuss and express their pride in
their work and that of others. They were
also encouraged to think about how
they could improve and extend it.”
This observation of metacognitive
learning is indicative of ways that young
people might ‘boost their potential’.
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Developing the Skills and Expertise of Centre Staff
The evidence tells us that 100% of
settings agreed that the programme
developed the skills and expertise of
centre staff with 2/11 centres strongly
agreeing with the statement.
Centres acknowledged that some
musical skills had been learned and
that they would be able to implement
some new approaches. There was one
example of how the project might support
young people to access Arts Award
“The Scheme of Work was delivered in
such a way that is could be accessed by
both specialist and non-specialists. Many
of the TA’s have never played instruments
before and I am now more than happy
to rum a Djmebe Unit as part of their Arts
Award Discover / Explore assessments.”
Teachers commented that they felt
more confident, having observed the
impact of the work of the musicians
from mac makes music:

“Throughout the project because of the
high level of support and the expertise
of the practitioners everybody who
engaged, experienced an increase in their
confidence in supporting the pupils. These
skills were used widely to support the
pupils in a range of musical experiences”
Staff from centres recognised how the young
people enjoyed and achieved. Whilst some
were more tentative in their approach:
“Not sure I will ever make a musician but
the musicians used were excellent!”
They shared in a very strong sense of
enjoyment:
“Staff involved have expressed their
increased confidence to get involved with
more creative types of music. Not only
this, they have also said how much they
enjoyed the sessions themselves, enjoying
making music alongside their pupils.”

Impact at a glance
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Musicians At Work:
Programme Delivery,
Considerations and Best Practice
Again, these considerations are drawn
from an evidence review of the reflective
diaries, records and project evaluations
written by the music leaders, centre staff,
music hub managers and programme
manager of mac make music. Evidence
was also provided through telephone
and face to face interviews.
Key Finding
The musicians on the project realised the
programmes stated objective of providing
an ‘exciting new music programme for
children and young people in Birmingham,
Coventry, Solihull, Warwickshire and Worcester.’
Through their involvement, music making
opportunities for children and young people
were increased, extended and supported.
Meeting the Challenges
The evidence tells us the programme
manager and music facilitators were very
aware of the emotional needs of children and
young people in challenging circumstances.
They understood the importance of
‘understanding of the issues that young
people face’. They had a flexible musical
and mental toolkit.’ Although often skilled at
dealing with conflict disorders and able to
neutralise potentially difficulty situations, they
also knew when was the right time to call
upon the expertise of centre staff. The diaries of
the practitioners refer to specific instances of
when and how this support was appreciated.

The musicians had realistic expectations
of what outcomes could be achieved;
however, they also ‘set the bar high’,
encouraging young people to aspire but
in ways that did not constitute ‘threat’ or
induce feelings of vulnerability or exposure.
What was central to the work of the musicians
with the young people was that it was
‘participant-led creativity’. The learning was
‘owned by the young people. (National
Foundation for Youth Music Impact Paper 5).
The space where the activity took place was
‘an open and collaborative one’. Shared
ownership was extremely important.
They modelled. They engaged. They
provided scaffolds. They did not ‘talk at’
the young people; they shared with. They
set opportunities for peer-to-peer support.
Adaptability was perhaps the most significant
of skills. Being an improviser as a musician
and as a facilitator was a key factor.
Such meta-cognitive approaches to
learning have been identified as exemplars
of best practice by The Sutton Trust
through its Education Endowment work
as well as by significant evidence-based
educationalists such as John Hattie. One
metaphor to describe this way of working
is that of group navigation: that, like a bird
at the head of a flying flock, sometimes
you will be leading and sometimes
following; a social democratic model.
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In this section of the review, there is
a discussion and exploration of
1. Interactions with Children
and Young People
2. Music Making: Methods and Practices
3. Approaches to Teaching and
Learning : Engagement
4. Content and Structure of Sessions
5. Partnership Working with Centre Staff
Interactions with Children and Young People
There were a number of significant features
Being Attuned to the Emotional Needs
of Children and Young People
How did they demonstrate that
they were attuned to the emotional
needs of the young people?
One of the most significant attributes
mentioned included having an empathetic
awareness with the challenges faced by
young people in challenging circumstances;
being ‘sensitive to social and emotional
needs.’ Musicians also recognised the
importance of ‘being adaptable and flexible’.
Adaptability was a key term throughout.
One had to ‘expect the unexpected’,
particularly as the social health of a group
or presenting behaviour of particular
individuals within it could change from
week to week. There were also occasions
when something might trigger extreme
response leading to ‘control disorders ‘, all
within a single session. Musicians needed
to have a high level of awareness.
Good facilitation skills were highly
significant. It was necessary to understand
that facilitation involves ‘doing with
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rather than to’. There was recognition
of the importance of social democratic
models of learning together; accepting
that you will not always be in control.
They needed to be sensitive to the level of
literacy of some participants; recognising
that some of the young people would be
fearful of exposing low levels of written and
comprehension in front peers and adults
within the space. Examples of where this
might happen would be when asking young
people to ‘write down ideas for lyrics’ or to
‘remember what we did last week’. The music
leaders were conscious that some young
people needed support when they were set
such task and asked questions of that nature.
Musicians were also sensitive to issues
associated with self-confidence and selfesteem, understanding that some Looked
After Children have low levels of both. This
can manifest itself in showing a lack of
resilience with self-derogatory statements
such as ‘I can’t do this’ or ‘This is sh.t!”. The
music facilitators always looked to embed a
‘can do attitude’. Building confidence within
the young people was central to their work.
Breaking down these barriers was a key
strength throughout.
Making the Space Safe and Sound
Musicians knew that it was important for
the children and young people to feel
comfortable working in a space with a
new adult.
The Importance of Introductions
Introductions were significant; doing so with
a smile and being genuinely welcoming
and warm was generally believed to the
best way to ‘break any ice’. During those first
meetings – and throughout - being aware
of the impact of your own body language
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and tone of voice was always significant
as was the judicious use of humour.
Positioning Oneself
Positioning oneself had an impact. The
aim was always to ensure that participants
felt comfortable. Many practitioners
gather people around in a circle but, for
some young people, this can create selfconsciousness and feelings of exposure.
Similarly it can be more effective to stand
next to a participant and engage in
conversation rather than face-to-face.
Use of Voice
Your own accent and regional dialect will
create a reaction in some instances. In a
programme involving young women who
were within the remit of Birmingham Youth
Offending Service, one music practitioner
had a voice thought to be ‘posh’; by the
end of the project the participants came
to re-examine such pre-judgements; an
unexpected learning outcome from the
programme. Being conscious of the language
and diction used was felt to be important
by the musicians, particularly given the low
literacy skills of some of the Children and
Young People. Being ‘natural in speech’ rather
than ‘sounding like a robot’ worked best.
Use of Praise
There was discussion about the use of praise.
Positive and meaningful comments had to
have a real value; participants were quick
to note ‘overly inflated praise’ and would
perceive it to be ‘false’. It is an important
consideration given the low levels of selfesteem felt by particular individuals. When
genuine praise is given by a professional adult,
it can have uplifting impact on the recipient.

Modelling Making Mistakes
Of most significance was ‘making the space’
a safe place. It was ‘okay’ for musicians
and CYP to make mistakes or having to
work to find a solution to a problem. This
‘generative modelling’ is a tried and tested
method of developing metacognitive skills
in the formal education sector. When young
people see a leader or facilitator struggling
with a ‘problem’ related to an area of study
or, in the case of this project, composing
music or creating a lyric, observing this
learning-related ‘problem-solving struggling’
is highly beneficial for the student
Responding to Challenges
In a number of the projects, particular
individuals would throw down the ‘gauntlet
of challenge’ to the music facilitator. This
could be expressed in a variety of ways:
making statements such as ‘this is boring’
or ‘I am not doing any of this’ to actions
such as distancing oneself from a group,
using a laptop or mobile or being nonresponsive to any questions asked. Some
musicians used this presented behaviour
to inform lyrics and compositions.

Student:
“I can’t be arsed to do anything except
sitting on my backside all day”
Music Leader:
“Shall we use that as inspiration
for our song today?”
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In one case, a young person’s lethargic
statement about not wanting to get out
of bed inspired a lyrical response:

I only ever sleep to dream
I only dream to sleep
All I wanna do is scream
I don’t even wanna speak
I don’t wanna get out of bed
I don’t wanna go to school
I just wanna rest my head
I don’t wanna, not today

Owning The Space
Finally it was important to show that ‘you
owned the space’. The room where the work
took place might have other associations for
children and young people and for centre
staff. Musicians felt it important to ‘strike an
attitude’ that, for the time that the workshops
took place, it had an ethos and climate
determined by the needs of the programme
and the personality of the music leaders.

Music Making Methods And Practices
The Importance Of Lyric Writing
A significant key finding was that
enabling young people to compose
lyrics had a powerful impact on their
social and emotional well-being.
The process of creating and
composing lyrics was:
“an amazing outlet to express inner
feelings and emotions; confront deeprooted issues and life challenges”
This was particularly true when done
in ways that were ‘fast and fluid’.
The content and themes of the lyrics
created by some of the young people
referenced ‘challenges faced and inner
emotions’ and ‘darkest moments’. Issues
connected with the real lives of the young
people came to light through the choice of
material. (A connection that might only be
recognised by centre staff) For instance, the
act of composing gave participants from
Birmingham’s Youth Offending Service ‘a
way to express themselves through song’.
Some of the lyrics created had their roots
in the culture of the young people. For
instance, children from GRT (Gypsy Roma
Traveller) communities wrote ‘songs that
celebrated their culture including, one song
that reflected on the role of the father and
another that gave insights into the popular
Horse Fairs that GRT communities attend each
year’ but also one that might have reflected
the GRT child’s plight and their struggles
in the mainstream society, but also their
need for freedom to express themselves.’
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Other lyrics created that might seem
to reflect innate, random, imaginative
connection-making had other connotations
as in Stockingford’s ‘Robot Song’

There was a robot that lived on the moon
He had a flying saucer and
a robot dog too
He travelled to visit his friend
He was called Zog and
lived on the dark side
When he arrived they played football
But the ball floated far and wide
They need each other like
sister and brother
They need each other like
sister and brother

The final refrain references the importance
of siblings to each other for looked after
children. ‘Like sister and brother’ has a
significant and poignant connotation. The
image that makes reference to ‘the dark
side’ and, in additional verse, to ‘not knowing
whether it is day and night’ had other, deeper
meanings for the creator of the lyric.

Others lyrics that were composed had
a depth of lyrical beauty, richness of
vocabulary aesthetic qualities that
surprised those involved in its creation,
such as Moonsmoat’s ‘The Sea’:

“Deep in the coral reef,
smooth blue waves…
….Sparkling silver sea, shimmering white
Golden sand and seaweed.
Watery sea sand, sunlight reaching down
Glistening seaweed under the sea

One boy commenting, ‘I didn’t know I could
create something as beautiful as that’
In some of the centres, lyrics were created
that had a direct link to the school
curriculum, for instance, numeracy.

2,4,6,8, who do we appreciate
2,4,6,8 even numbers they are great
4 + 4 is 8, 6 +4 is 10
Come on. Let’s do it again
4+4 is 8, 6 + 4 is ten
You all did it, right then!

With the teacher commenting,
“The song is very empowering, and the
children were keen to teach it to the
rest of the school so that everybody
felt they could do maths too.”
It was useful to show teachers how
music can be used to explore
other areas of the curriculum.
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A proportionately large number of ‘raps’ were
invented by the young people. These met one
host centre’s hoped-for outcome that the
content of these were not related to ‘gangsters
and violence’; nor were they imitations of
what could be downloaded and copied; they
were sensitive and original compositions.

In the view of the musicians:

Also of significance was the way in which
a focus upon creating lyrics developed
emotional literacy, built confidence and
had a positive impact on communication
skills, vocabulary and command of English.
This included those for whom English was
a second language as in the case of a
Romanian student who invented lyrics in
his native and newly-adopted tongue.

Some challenges were shared by vocal
leaders and instrumental leaders: how to
support the children and young people so
that they could ‘express themselves through
that instrument at that moment’ whilst being
away that ‘lack of immediate results can
become a huge barrier to engagement’.
Understanding this was felt by many music
leaders to be critical to their approach
to the use of instruments and voice.

Often there was a sense of pride and
wonder at what was created as well as,
in many instance, enjoyment and fun.
During the programme, over seventy original
songs were composed by children and
young people in challenging circumstances.
This is a very significant outcome.
The Use of Instruments
An impressive range of musical
compositions using an extensive range of
instruments were created and recorded.
The lure of the instrument was significant.
The very presence of instruments stimulated
curiosity and led to questions about use
and sound. Whatever level of ability,
young people wanted to ‘hear the sound
played’ and would respond to it.
The placing of the instruments – for
instance, a set of drums in the centre of
the room – had an impact upon how
children and young people viewed the
space as soon as they entered the area.
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‘instruments and other kit act as media
– an interface between artist and the
participant and between participants’.
For the vocalists, voice was the instrument.

Music Technology
Children and Young People in
challenging circumstances involved
in the project found the use of music
technology engaging and absorbing.
Many of the music leaders were able to offer
expertise in the use of music technology.
Its use enabled the young people to ‘musically
cut and paste’ and also exert control over
the shaping of their compositions. As is
often the case with its use, it hooked interest,
broadened the access of the programme,
enhanced the performance of the ‘rappers’
and made music-making immediate and
engaging. Another significant value of the
use of music technology was the way in
which recording and playing back showed
participants how they were ‘getting better’
and how their ideas were evolving. It was
possible to analyse and ‘fine tune’.
Some of the participants were able to
take on a leadership role as producers
because that they had prior knowledge
of programmes and systems.
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Approaches to Teaching and
Learning: Engagement
There were a number of key features of
best practice in the approach taken
to engaging the young people.
Making Learning Visible
The music facilitators and leaders
made the learning visible.
The musicians modelled throughout: as
practitioners and also in terms of ‘what
they stood for creatively and personally’;
for instance in their enthusiasm towards
the aims of the project. ‘People playing
together and enjoying it and loving it’ was
at the heart of the programme. Building up
this level of trust with children in challenging
circumstance was a noteworthy achievement.
The young people noted that music leaders
‘never gave up on them’ and were always
‘showing ways to achieve’ and ‘know
how’. They noted how the music leaders
demonstrated a range of skills and then
supported the young people to ‘take the
lead on the methods and techniques
that have been made visible’. Call and
response was an example of this as was
the process of mirroring actions and
demonstrating songs one line at a time.
The facilitators ‘gave participants plenty of
opportunity to show off about what and
how they have learned’. In other words,
make explicit what had been achieved by
the whole group and by each individual.
They encouraged ‘peer reflection and
self-evaluation’, being aware that this
meta-cognitive approach improves work
and deepens the learning for the learner.
Peer examples were used frequently.

Meeting Individual Musical Needs
That music leaders were always conscious
of adjustments to the individual’s
attitude – their social and emotional
learning through the project - was a
significant outcome from the project.
‘Let the students set the goal. Then
challenge their aspirations’
The music leaders recognised that this
always involved balancing individual and
group needs. It was ‘a juggling act’.
Projects were delivered in ways that
‘gave the opportunity for individual
progression: behaviourally, emotionally and
musically’ through providing ‘accessible
activities that could be enjoyed by all’.
Being sensitive to individual needs involved
striking the balance between setting
musical goals that were challenging and
for young people to feel that they ‘owned
the learning’. Musicians recognised that
they had a role in setting a standard and
of raising a ‘realistic’ bar of expectations:
‘to set the level as high as the sky’ and to
exceed ‘those that their teachers set’.
It was observed that ‘if you don’t set a
standard how can the young people
know what the possibilities are?’
Musicians understood that you ‘level
learners in the group and have individual
challenges in place to make the most
of the activity for each individual’.
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They were aware that particular
individuals sometimes wanted to ‘stay
with a comfort zone’. The musicians
responded to this by ‘adding extension
challenges’, often framed as suggestions,
using enabling questions, such as:

• ‘have you thought about…’
• ‘what would it sound like if…’
• ‘what might happen if…’
In other words, using ways to ‘stretch’ – raise
that barrier – in ways that were supportive
and non-threatening; always enabling
young people to visualise possibilities and
outcomes. The music leaders were constantly
checking young people’s perceptions of
what the musical outcome might look like.
These were all highly beneficial strategies in
meeting the individual needs of participants
and are ways of working that the Sutton
Trust’s Educational Endowment Fund projects
have suggested as ways of developing
engaged and successful learners.
Understanding The Social
Health Of The Group
Group Dynamics
The musicians had a very good level of
understand of group dynamics and how
this can have an impact upon learning.
The group dynamic is significant when
working with any set of individuals. Engaging
learners is often about having a sympathetic
understanding of inter-relationships and
being attuned to ‘the temperament of
the group’. This was recognised as being
‘delicate work’. All need to “feel connected,
valued and listened to.” You need to make
a conscious commitment “to listen to all
everyone had to say’. Some groups were
sensitive to ‘favouritism’ or perceived ‘slights’.
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There were children and young people within
the project whose presenting behaviour was
particularly challenging. Some of the diaries of
the music leaders made repeated references
to the stories of how the behaviour of one
individual affected those group dynamics:
incidences of ‘control disorders’, impact on
the work of peers and upon the working
atmosphere. There was a sensitive awareness
in these reflections that ‘getting through’ to
these particular individuals involves a variety
of strategies and approaches executed
in ways that enabled all others working
on a project to ‘enjoy and achieve’.
Leading And Following
“The best facilitation may appear, to
more didactic staff, to be doing very
little as they are better at letting go.”
What also marked the approach taken by the
music facilitators was the ‘role’ of leadership.
“Sometimes the leader needs to be led. We’re
all leaders. A good balance is important.”
What did this look like in practice and how
did it work as a modus operandi for delivery?
Musicians introduced – or ‘gave’ - ideas
as basics to demonstrate possibilities.
Secondly, they encouraged experimentation
on the part of the young people. Finally,
they supported the development of
compositions and performances.
1. Generating Ideas
2. Encouraging and Endorsing
Experimentation
3. Supporting and Facilitating
Composition and Performance.
Throughout this process, musicians ‘fed in skills’
where and when appropriate and based on
that sensitive awareness of individual needs.
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“We let them choose and then we follow
their decisions” - allowing participants
to develop elements in musical journeys
- whilst remaining ‘first among equals”.
For instance, when composing song lyrics,
“we put out a few ideas, then the kids ran
with them, expanded, created lyrics.”
The musicians recognised that this involved
“being comfortable with losing control”
but also that “allowing participants to
lead is empowering”. You “need to have
the confidence to step back” and see the
possibilities when young people “change
and adapt parameters of activities”. Giving
young people ‘the opportunity to lead, teach
others and demonstrate their ideas” led
to positive outcomes for those involved.
“Teaching skills can be reversed to some
extent. What is central is to find ways
to get young people to initiate ideas
around your creative activity, inspired
by what you offer as a musician.”
Content and Structure
The Place Of Creativity
The programme was significant in developing
the creativity of children and young people.
This informed the content and structure as
well as the approach taken to delivery.
If we define creativity to mean the instinctive
state of being engrossed in infinite,
imaginative possibility, then the musicians
involved in the project set up the conditions
for this ‘state’ to be flourish and be nurtured.
The act of composing was creative. It
involved reflecting, making connections,
seeing possibilities and thinking differently.
The young people felt that they ‘owned’ what
had been created. The freedom to create
something that was of personal significance
was very important for those involved.

In some settings the process of coming up
with ideas took place within a given structure.
This structuring of creativity allowed some
divergent thinking but placed ideas with
a given framework. ‘You need structure of
some sort, but with built-in flexibility that
supports the creative process as it happens.’
Developing Musical Skills
Final reports completed by the music
leaders on ‘outcomes achieved’ made
reference to where children and young
people learned specific skills such as: Developing an understanding
and appreciation of rhythm, pitch
and timbre, such as how to:

• play rhythms
• realise their rhythmic potential
• learn some basic rhythms and play
percussion in the context of a song

• play an instrument with awareness, ranging
from quiet to loud and fast to slow

• recognise timbre and pitch.
Developing an understanding of
what is required when being part
of a music ensemble, such as

• How to play various percussion instruments
in basic time with others and show some
understanding of their role in this

• How to be an active participant within
an ensemble such as a drum circle

• How to play together, showing

willingness to try different instruments

• How to give feedback to one another

about the experience of playing together

• How to play together in a spontaneous
percussion orchestra.
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Developing composing skills, such as:

Social and Emotional Outcomes

• How to create lyrical compositions
• How to create lyrics, with or without music
• How to structure composition at least one

As well as developing those skills and
attributes associated with creativity, the
music leaders recorded how social and
emotional skills were developed through
the way the programme was structured
and through its choice of content.

• How to make choices regarding

These social and emotional skills included:

piece of original music, including how to
organise sounds based upon timbre
what dynamic we sing in and offer
terms such as forte and piano

• How to learn the skills they need to play
from the beginning to the end of song

• How to create cover tracks.
Developing performing skills, such as:

• How to record their vocal compositions
in a recording studio

• How to perform and/or record
songs as a part of a group

Learning to work together as part
of a team or group through

• Working with other participants to

generate ideas or write a group song

• Listening to the ideas of others
• Accepting help and responding to
offers of help in a positive way

• Each member of the group producing
a recording without anyone
taking control of the group.

• How to perform a piece in harmony
• How to perform and record

Developing confidence through

• How to sing together in a foreign language.

Developing self-esteem

songs as a soloist

• being able to deliver the songs

confidently in the performance.

• by performing a variety of songs
at the end of the project, either
individually or as a group.

Developing personal self-expression

• by creating lyrics that expresses
‘something about themselves’

• by being able to articulate personal
tastes and preferences

• by ‘enjoying themselves through music

and that enjoyment to filter through to
activities throughout the rest of the day’.

Developing communication skills
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Performance

Partnership Working With Centre Staff

mac makes music suggested that
each of the projects ‘might culminate
in an opportunity for the Children and
Young People to share their work’.

The musicians worked with the support of staff
from the centres where the activity took place.
It has been possible to identify what works
best for the music leaders and facilitators.

This took the form of recordings of
compositions using studios in Coventry and
at the mac. There were also presentations
to invited groups of parents and carers at
schools and at other performance venues
to ‘celebrate’ and share what had been
achieved. The parental/carer response to
these sharing events was very positive.

The Role of Centre Management

These endorsements followed one
performance at Moonsmoat:
“ I really enjoyed it…. It was amazing.
Thank you for inspiring our children… It
was nice to hear kids sing what they have
written…. There was so much energy…
Excellent songs… It was nice to see all
of the children showing confidence…A
great performance. You could see that
the kids had worked really hard.”
Host schools were always keen for
there to be a public presentation.
There was no expectation from mac makes
music that such sharing should be a
public ‘performance’ as for some young
people this can be a daunting prospect.

The musicians on the programme
identified that programmes work best
where the management of the centre:

• Has a strong caring leadership
• Appreciates the value of the programme
• Understands its responsibilities in terms
of how to support the programme

• Understands how links can be made
between the learning to areas of the
curriculum, other music or the arts

• Has good lines of communication in place
• Makes explicit to the staff attending the
session that the programme offers CPD

• Understands the value of staff training
• Greets those who arrive to
deliver the programme.

All were felt to be important. The need to
ensure that the same staff support each
session in order to embed any professional
development were of most significance from
the point of view of the music leaders.
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Staff Support In Sessions
The musicians on the programme identified
that programmes work best where the staff
from the centre supporting sessions:

• Are involved throughout
• Participate
• Allow the practitioner to concentrate
on delivery through the way they
manage other issues or behaviour

• Organise security
• Deal with the logistics
• Want to learn
• Try things out in between sessions
• Model uncertainty and are open to

making mistakes: showing that it is okay
to struggle to learn something new.
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The musicians on the programme recognised,
acknowledged and appreciated the support
of centre staff and management in managing
behaviour and for their expert knowledge
and awareness of the needs of the young
people who were involved in the project.
There was appreciation from the PRUs
that mac makes music understood
the need to be flexible with regard to
punctuality and attendance. They adapted
how the programme was delivered in
ways that showed an understanding
that those attending might, at times,
arrive later than expected and also that
attendance could not be guaranteed.
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Legacy

mac makes music was clear about the
legacy for the programme from the outset:
to introduce ways of working with children
and young people that would place their
ownership of making music at the heart of the
process. The musicians modelled approaches
of how to enable and support young people
to reflect on their own life experiences and to
deepen their understanding of these through
composing. This constituted a different way of
working from that which focuses upon musical
tuition or learning terms and techniques.
Within the programme, the young people were
learning about themselves through making
music. For example, in the project working with
young offenders it had ‘life-changing impact
on the young women involved in the project’.
Those agencies – Performing Arts Services,
Music Hubs, Host Schools – who observed
the impact of the programme have stated
that the ‘project should be taken forward’
and that there should be ‘long term
intentions for the project’. They were keen
to stress the ‘professional development
that had been gained from engagement
with the programme’ and would want
this to be ‘sustained’. It had, for example,
enabled ‘a greater understanding of the
needs of vulnerable young people

Taking Things Forward
What has been created is a robust model
of programme design and delivery that
has proven success. It is one that can be
flexibly applied to many different settings
and contexts. Host centres and Music Hubs
can learn from the approaches taken by this
programme, particularly with regard to how
to build legacy into the design of its project.
The approach taken towards monitoring and
evaluation enables those involved in each
project to focus on outcomes and capture
significant data. The reflective diaries, used
by music leaders to record observations, are
an excellent way of enabling practitioners
to think about how they engaged young
people. The diaries helped the leaders
to focus upon impact throughout.
The model for final project evaluations
focused very effectively upon how
musical and social and emotional
outcomes were achieved.
There have also been some pilot approaches
to capture evidence of impact through
detailed end of project case studies,
such as that focusing upon Gypsy Roma
Traveller children in Warwickshire. There
were new ways explored of gathering
responses to music making of Looked After
Children. In Worcestershire, the music leader
collected perceptions of family members
at end-of-project performances which
gave insights into family engagement
i.e. the conversations about the project
which took place within the home.
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Legacy

The model of partnership working with a
range of centres has been established
and it will be possible to build on examples
of best practices. One ‘build’ might be
to explore how to ensure ‘legacy’ and to
consider how to embed skills demonstrated
by the musicians within centre staff. Those
teachers who shadowed the musicians
and observed their practices emerged
from the process with a portfolio of
approaches, methods and resources.
Through participation in the programme,
mac makes music has a pool of musicians
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with experience of working with children and
young people in challenging circumstances.
There is a network of freelance workers.
musicians, from early and mid-career to
highly experienced individuals, have learned
skills through working on the programme.
Musicians new to working in youth offending
services or PRUs had the opportunity of
shadowing. This was an excellent training
model that meets Arts Council England (ACE)
Goals of developing a highly skilled workforce.
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Impact Snapshots

The following ‘case snapshots’ are drawn
from analysis of evidence in project
evaluation reports written by centre staff,
project leads and musicians. They also
draw upon content written up in reflective
diaries. At the end of some of the projects,
children and young people as well as
members of the family attending music
performances were asked to share feelings
and perspectives. These comments also
formed part of the ‘evidence pool.’

Format of the Case Snapshots
Each snapshot is headed with the name of
the centre where the music activity took place.
This is followed by a quotation from one of the
original lyrics composed by the young people
with the support of the music facilitations.
Next, you will find a key statement that reflects
on a particular strength of the project.
After this is a description of what happened
and quotations that exemplified the
impact upon the young people.
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Impact Snapshots

Working with the Youth Offending
Service in Birmingham

“There’s so much opportunity
to make a real difference
In all young life
Keep on track with confidence
Doors close. Doors open
Don’t let people put you down”
“… a fantastic project for young people
who have an interest in music or are
willing to try something new. I feel it
has been a great opportunity. It gives
young people the opportunity to explore
music on a deeper and more personal
level and gives them the opportunity to
produce something for themselves…”
Eudina Jarrett Music Leader
How Did it Make a Difference?
“That was amazing, I’m buzzing”
S developed her confidence in producing
her own piece of music and writing her
own song, both of which she had never
done before. She performed at the end of
the project in front of a group of people,
which was her first ever performance. She
worked with other young people to write
a song and gave ideas of song topics.
“Hi I’m here but I won’t sing...”
M started the project with very little interest in
music and no experience in singing or music
technology. However she developed her
confidence and self-esteem by taking part
in singing sessions and learning new songs,
producing her own piece of music and wrote
words that she wanted to record to her song.
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By the end of the project she had thought
about and written some words to record to
her track, she recorded her words to her song
in a recording studio, she learnt new songs
and sang along and got involved and she
performed at the end in a group performance.
“It’s been really good and I would
do it again. I would rate it 10/10”
L took part in recording even though she said
she wasn’t going to and she also took part in
the performance. This was a real development
for L and boosted her confidence. None of
the young people had ever performed in
front of an audience before, so this was a
massive achievement for all of them. This
took confidence as most of them would
not even sing in a group at the beginning
of the week so this was a big development
in their confidence and self – esteem.
The impact of the programme
was transformative.
The young women experienced a strong
sense of achievement. One described it as
‘a natural high’. Composing was a way to
express honest feelings. There was a growth
in self-esteem. One young person said it
had given her the ‘confidence’ to get a
part time job. Another is thinking about
returning to education. They felt supported
by people who understood their needs and
did not give up on them. They were wowed
by working with professional musicians and
by the facilities. It is was life-changing’
Valerie M Taylor Birmingham
Youth Offending Service
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Working with Looked After
Young People in Coventry

The present’s how it is

How Did it Make a Difference?

And the past is what is was

“I feel proud of what I’ve done”

Destroy your old path
And make a new one
“We always tried to create a “creative
place” for them every time they came
to see us. It was important to me that
we created an environment where
they were around adults who would
always listen to what they had to say.
It’s so difficult to actually measure how
well the social objectives were met
but in my heart I feel we’ve played a
part in their social development.“
Music Leader, Johnny Amos
What Happened?
The main aim of the project was to create
a fun, engaging and educational life
experience for the young people and I felt this
was achieved. This was achieved through selfexploration via the medium of music making.
The reason, I feel, we achieved our main
aim was because we left no stone unturned,
so to speak, when it came to the young
people’s social and musical development.
We always looked for ways of including
everybody and putting them on a path to
working together. After approximately three
months there was a strong sense of unity
amongst the group and its a bond which
will be remembered forever in their lives.
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A is usually very quiet, disengaged and
has not joined in with activities. During the
music session he has engaged fully and
was particularly focussed on drumming.
He concentrated on the activity and
engaged and interacted with others in
the group. He has looked like a totally
different person. The drums seemed to
bring out his creativity and his personality
It was: really good fun; awesome;
different; ‘frillin’; interesting.
B can display quite challenging and
disruptive behaviour in school and can be
outspoken and unable or unwilling to focus.
During the music session she chose to play
guitar, something she stated that was familiar
to her. She was interested in learning a new
way to play the guitar and was focussed
throughout. She was determined to perfect
the sequence she had learned and then
play with the others as a group. Seeing the
enjoyment that others were having on the
drums she also tried this out. When there
was a discussion about who was going to
play the drums in performance to the group,
she agreed that she would remain playing
the guitar and let other play the drums.
“I loved it. Before I came, I thought
it was going to be really boring.”
C lacks confidence and can be withdrawn.
He stated that he plays bass guitar but
chose to take part in lyric writing. He fully
engaged in the song writing activity and
at the end when asked for one word
feedback he said that he felt “proud”.
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Impact Snapshots

Working with Looked After
Young People in Worcestershire
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I don’t wanna leave my bed

What Happened?

I don’t wanna get off the train

Participants were involved in composing
melodies and chord sequences I used
games such as ‘melody anagram’ to
introduce the idea of musical scales,
and encourage improvisation and
composition. Some participants already
had guitar playing experience and had
been taught several songs. I introduced
them to musical ‘hooks’ and encouraged
them to compose their own short melodies
and phrases – which we recorded and
used in the group songs. Participants
played on drum machine and keyboard
I provided. I recorded their performances
and looped them - we then used these
rhythms as foundations for our songs.

All I wanna do is fly away
And escape to a better place
Participant: I can’t be arsed to do anything
except sitting on my backside all day.
Dan: Shall we use that as inspiration
for our song today?”
“I Don’t Wanna” is a great song and good
example of success on this project. The lyrics
come from conversations with young people
as they arrived – the group was in a negative
mood and lots of downbeat statements were
being thrown around. I started to write some of
these down – this caused amusement at first
– then the young people started to engage
and became interested in writing a song.
“There is clearly a need and desire to
discuss and write about the human
condition …relationships … compassion
and the way we treat one another…
(The young people were introduced
to) … to the cathartic benefits of the
creative songwriting process “
Music Leader Dan Whitehouse

How Did it Make a Difference?
I enjoyed EVERYTHING about this workshop
(drumming, writing and standing up
to perform) thank you so much!”
“Tonight’s been really useful, the
practice of doing this sort of thing is
helping me feel more confident”
Student: I play nothing. I like to think
I can sing, but I’m not sure if I can.
Music Leader: Shall we put you
down for singing at the show?
Student: Ah, go on then!
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Working with SEN Pupils
Springfield House in Birmingham

You’ll see me on your telly, rapping away.
I’ll get a good job and life
I will have a business van and office
I’ll be a ninja in the night! Or an artist.
In the future you’ll be riding
one of my inventions
Police officer and a songwriter,
we are the ones,
We’ll have great lives and
we’ll have good fun
“One of the key successes in this project
was the enjoyment the participants
found in their music making, and the
skills and talents they started to develop.
As many of the children had previous
unsatisfactory or negative experiences
of music making, it was great to see
them access something that I hope
they will all continue to enjoy…”
Music Leader Ann Jones
What Happened?
“It provided the opportunity for them
to try a variety of musical instruments
under expert tutelage whilst feeling safe
and confident, as well as allowing them
the time and space to understand and
experience creating music freely
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It helped to improve their listening and turn
taking skills and provided opportunities to
communicate non-verbally, which enabled
some children to express themselves more.
They were also encouraged to participate
in experiences that were unfamiliar to them.
Two groups experienced visiting mac,
understanding the ‘arts’ as a whole.
For the majority of our pupils working as a
group can be very challenging. However
the way it was presented and the fun they
were having helped them to overcome these
challenges and work successfully as a group
for the majority of the time” - Teacher
How Did it Make a Difference?
“In terms of individual case studies, I
found the progress of Student J fantastic.
During the first session, although he stayed
in the room (which was his choice), faced
the wall, and found it impossible to join in.
I could see that he was listening, but it was
hard to tell what he was feeling as he was
so withdrawn. In the next session, he sat
and listened as part of the group, and with
a lot of encouragement and support he
conducted a group piece called ‘Moon’.
“Musically, this has great atmosphere.
He layered sounds, concentrating more
on timbre than rhythmic impetus, and
the result is very evocative. The resulting
piece is again, atmospheric, musical, with
moments of complete unity of players. In
the piano playing sessions, J proved to be
a natural pianist, and really lost himself
in playing, concentrating, repeating
and refining what he was learning.”
Music Leader Ann Jones
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Impact Snapshots

Working with Pupils Moonsmoat
Primary School in Worcestershire

...2,3,4 let’s all go and rock the school
rock the school, maths is cool!
let’s all show we’re not fools
counting numbers all day long
come and help us sing our song

Some children, who initially exhibited
low level disruption such as talking,
playing the joker and showing bravado,
were increasingly able to drop their
persona and focus on enjoying and
gaining skills in their music making.
These children, mainly boys, started to
show great sensitivity in playing and
responding to the ideas of others, and
were able to enjoy this instead of feeling
embarrassed at ‘behaving’ in class.
Music Leader Ann Jones
What Happened?
The main aim of this project was to deliver
a series of high quality participatory music
making sessions to two groups of children from
Moonsmoat first school. The children selected
were to be those who had a range of learning
needs, the majority being in the bottom
twenty percent of attainment. The children
exhibited a great love of music, and I found
that with a quick changeover of activities in
each session, to allow for behavioural needs,
the groups were able to cover a wide range
of activity including song-writing, poem and
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sound scape composition, vocal work and
instrumental playing, learning a great deal
of technical musical knowledge as we went
along. The children were very responsive
and enjoyed music making very much.
How Did it Make a Difference?
Let’s go see the sea hee hee;
it waves beautifully
The sky is like the ocean - calm
Listen to the sea.
Gracefully. Gently. Sleepily.
When the children first listened back to
the words they had written they were
amazed, and at first wouldn’t believe
that they had written it. Then they were
enormously proud, both at the beautiful
images and the descriptive language.
One boy commented: “I didn’t
know I could do that”
Another said: “We can do it,
we just think we can’t”
So many family members came to the
performance, and commented on what
they had seen. Many also recognised the
impact on the children’s well being
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Working with a City of Birmingham
School’s pupil referral unit

September runs towards me really fast
‘cos my beloved partner sadly passed
I feel angered and enraged
I just wanna stop this pain
I walk off when I hear your name
The young people wrote many lyrics,
most of which were based on personal
experiences, which seemed to be an
important vehicle for young people to
express challenges within their lives.
“I seemed to gain the young people’s
trust and respect by accepting their
spoken words no matter whether they
were negative or banal and suggesting
that all of these can make a song.”
Music Leader Dan Whitehouse
What Happened?
“There was a strong sense of peer to peer
support and collaboration both in the music
sessions and at the recording studio. Some
young people who had gained skills in the
use of the software went on to teach their
peers different tools within the software.
Other young people supported each
other with vocals, lyric and composition
ideas. Some young people showed great
empathy towards fellow students, knowing
when someone was struggling and trying to
support and encourage them, respecting
each other’s feelings and personal barriers.
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This was a key step for the young people
to gain an Arts Award, which requires
students to share their skills with another. “
“Sampling....It’s like plastic surgery….
you can record something and then
completely transform the sound”
Participant
How Did it Make a Difference?
“The most noticeable step in the young
people’s progression has been in how they
communicate with each other. When the
project first started there was a sense of
competitiveness amongst the group. They’d
never want to share what they’d worked on
but now you see the group interacting with
each other with such questions as “what you
working on? Can I have a listen?” It’s the
sense of unity and collaboration that has
increased. One of the things that helped this
to happen is having the studio day, which is
coming up next week. All of the students are
young males and there is almost a sense of
brotherhood amongst them. None of them
want each other to fail next week. That in
itself is such a huge step in their team work. I
genuinely think that this project has brought
them together as friends in a way that a
science or maths class wouldn’t. We are also
on target to achieve 5 bronze arts awards.”
“The good bit’s having the
guts to get up and do it”
Participant
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Impact Snapshots

Working with Looked After Children
in Stockingford Primary, Warwickshire

There’s only one rule - there’s no rules.
Always come to school late don’t get up ‘til half past 8
Always scribble in your books hope the teacher never looks.
Acting this way gets boring after a while
Everyone’s annoyed, you don’t see
anybody smile, I wish we could
get back to reality at school
“These children were focused on the task
throughout, made lots of brilliant, creative
suggestions and the idea of song writing
clearly captures their imagination. I think
song writing also works for them in a
cathartic way, as they are able to use
metaphor such as aliens or creatures from
outer space to discuss or express their
own stories/heartache without it being
too personal or intrusive an experience.”
Music Leader Dan Whitehouse
What Happened?
“The project has involved the children
having hands on experience of working
with professional musicians to compose,
record and accompany their own
songs. The musicians have been very
successful in allowing the children to
be creative within a structured context
encouraging both self-expression
and creative ideas alongside the
discipline of a song structure, percussion
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pattern and performance techniques.
The songs written have been a true
collaboration of everyone’s ideas and
have allowed the children to experience
the playing/listening of guitars, drums
and keyboards as well as vocal skills
and listening to their own voices.”
Teacher
How Did it Make a Difference?
“Can we play more instruments
please? This is awesome!”
“The children are able to understand more
about the structure of songs and have been
introduced to related vocabulary such as:
melody, harmony, pitch, middle eight, chorus,
bridge. The children have definitely been
allowed to be the leaders in this project and
have not only led the song writing but also
contributed ideas in lots of areas such as
choosing melody patterns, a band name and
designing the posters for the performance.
“The musicians involved trusted the children
considerably with the use of their personal
and expensive equipment...The children have
responded well to this trust and responsibility.
There have been NO incidents of poor
behaviour or attitude throughout the project.
Personally I feel their self-esteem has been
raised considerably through this project certainly during the workshop periods.”
Liz James Class Teacher
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Working with Pupils from the
Travelling Community in Warwickshire

Go to Appleby, look around the stalls
Sit on the grass on the river bank
Horses are washed til they’re beautiful
Shining bright, glowing like star
We are together, I hope it’s forever
And never ever part – my sweetheart.
The music sessions and the end of term
performance acted as a good bridge
between the travelling community and
the teachers at the school. Parents
appeared to enjoy watching their children
perform, and especially hearing them
sing about aspects of travelling culture
and family life such as Appleby Fair,
Father’s Day and horse grooming.
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contributions to the lyrics – both in topic
and phrasing. I believe this gave them a
feeling of ownership – over both the songs
we created and the sessions themselves…”
“We analysed the structure and content
of some current pop songs such as ‘We
Found Love’ and ‘Next To Me’. With these
examples, we focused on key elements such
as the hook, rhythm, and top line melody.
We used this as inspiration to compose our
own melodies and chord sequences…”
“...They had their own designated
space in the school. They were also fully
supported by their families who shared
responsibility for collecting all the
children at the end of each session and
many also attended the performance.“
Music Leader - Dan Whitehouse

“Giant teddy bear, cuddly like a cushion
Even when he has no hair
He’ll still be there”

What Happened?
“The music was composed together with
the children using a multiple-choice melody
and harmony system. We also discussed
the atmosphere, feelings and emotions
we wanted the music to generate …”
“We encouraged the children to take
the lead in song writing. We wrote songs
together as a ‘band’. They made massive

How Did it Make a Difference?
In all this created a strong sense of unity,
gave the children ownership of the project,
enabling the group to feel safe and develop
confidence. In all they wrote 6 songs and
created 3 drumming rhythms/pieces.
The children were confident and proud
about their songs and were keen to share
these with visiting adults and parents.
“The parents of the children were able
to develop trust in sending their children
to after school provision which would
enrich the programme and broaden
the children’s own experiences.
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mac birmingham

With over 920,000 visits every year mac birmingham has served as one of the country’s
foremost arts centres for over 50 years. With artists and audiences at its heart we provide
opportunities for people from all backgrounds to see, hear and, most importantly, make art.
First opened in 1962, mac birmingham is a pioneering arts centre for everyone. mac is a
national leader in developing work with children, families & young people from all backgrounds.
mac offers a busy programme of theatre, dance, music, visual arts, independent cinema,
special events and outreach projects, as well as around 120 practical classes each week
covering all aspects of creativity, from music tuition to ceramics and jewellery-making.
Cannon Hill Park, Birmingham, B12 9QH
0121 446 3232
www.macbirmingham.co.uk
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